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ABSTRACT 

Now a days as many counterfeit banknotes are manufactured 

and circulated in global market, which results in significant 

damage and harm to society. Recognizing the currency's 

originality is a very difficult task to general person. Because 

of advancement in generating highly accurate fake currency. 

There are several techniques available, such as automatic 

sorting of banknotes in payment facilities, automated payment 

machines or sales machines, which consists of several tasks 

such as identification of banknote type, classification of 

recirculation fitness and detection of fake banknotes. 

Banknote identification is the most important approach, based 

on an image processing system. There are many techniques 

used in the classification of banknotes by different countries 

that has been conducted experiments on separate image data 

sets of each country. Deep learning is a machine learning 

technique which analyzes & learns the features of the original 

note. Using the neural networks, the most important aspect is 

to find more essential features. In the age of big data, in which 

vast amounts of data must be processed for any application in 

the real world, the superior techniques are deep learning. In 

this study, banknotes from various countries are examined by 

extracting their minute features in carefully and analyzing 

them using deep learning. Proposed system recommended a 

Convolutional Neural Network algorithm to detect Forged 

banknote using dataset of multiple country currency. This 

approach is chosen to achieve high accuracy with good 

performance with respect to loss and accuracy in training and 

validation in terms of huge dataset. So it helps individuals to 

avoid personal economic damage caused by counterfeiters. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Now everybody works online because of their busy lives, no 

one is bothered to visit a bank as majority of financial 

transaction are performed using various ways introduced on 

internet. The rise in electronic and digital financial 

transactions resulting in a decline use of physical currency, 

still transactions involving banknotes is the universal means 

of exchange or general circulation in order to facilitate the 

sale and distribution of goods in both everyday life and large-

scale commerce. Currency within the system of market 

economy Automated machines include many techniques in 

these transactions and have the ability to handle multiple 

tasks, including the identification of banknotes, fitness 

verification, counterfeit detection and serial number 

recognition. Problems arise when banknotes used in systems 

like automated teller machines (ATMs) and vending machines 

cannot be recognized because of higher than average spoilage 
levels.  

Currency reputation is critical as a means of economic activity 

as it destroys not only personal property but also national 

creditworthiness. Cases that have recently been falsified are 

increasing rapidly in forgery cases. Counterfeiting crime is 

not just one country's concern. Hence detecting counterfeit is 

important for economic and social soundness. 

The development of automated systems for recognizing 

currencies has developed day by day. In many areas such as 

the banking system, railway ticket counter, shopping mall, 

currency exchange service etc., cost-effective solution and 

efficient currency recognition system is considered as 

important. Banknotes are used to carry out finance operations. 

The various technological advances and new equipment in the 

field of scanners and printing machines have led the 

miscreants to make high accurate copies of banknotes. It is 

very difficult for human eyes to differentiate between fake 

and genuine because they are designed with great precision to 

look like a genuine note and counterfeiters are prone to 

making such fake currencies, and appear to have 

overwhelmed the network. This scenario enforced there is a 

requirement of a proper technique that helps to result properly 

with lot of training data to achieve high accuracy. Proposed 

system helps to common people to deal with this scenario 

easily using image of currency. Mainly this paper focused on 

multiple countries with different denominations of that 

country. Performance of system can be monitored with the 

help of precision and time. The primary objective is to focus 

on minute parameter which helps to classify between genuine 

or fake banknotes and introduce a straightforward and 

competent approach. 

2. LITURATURE SURVEY 
A lot study is introduced by various researchers in 

classification and identification of banknotes of different 

countries and also conducted various experiment on image 
dataset of each country.  

Achal Kamble et al [1] proposed a new method for the 

identification of fake Indian documents by making use of 

image processing techniques. Author working on currency 

image is the one represented in the space of dissimilarity, that 

dimensional testing of the disparity between the picture being 

considered and a prototype. They have obtained the 

dissimilarity between two images; detecting and defining the 
local key points on each image. 

Tushar Agasti et al [2] introduced a new method for detecting 

Indian currency notes using image processing. Feature 

extraction includes features such as serial number, protective 

string, identification mark, portrait of Mahatma Gandhi. 

Proposed method also extracts functionality, even if the note 
has scrawl on it.  
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Monali Patil et al [3] is introducing a new approach to 

detecting fraud on Indian Notes. First, take the image input 

and pre-process the image after pre-processing, and apply 

algorithm to extract the image's inner and outer edges. 

Clustering is achieved using the k-means algorithm, 

comparing the features of the image and classifying it as 

original or fake using SVM algorithms. Experimental results 

show that using SVM Algorithm has better accuracy 

performance than using the CNN Algorithm for Indian 
Currency. 

Gai et al [4] introduced method which uses quaternion 

wavelet transform and generalized Gaussian density. These 

techniques are used to extract the function and Neural 

Network is used to classify banknote in China, Europe and 

United State.  

A distance based Euclidean banknote system is proposed by 

Bhurke et al [5] Developed strong GUI for different country 
including India, Saudi Arabia, Australia, etc.  

Based on above literature survey, we analyzed that we should 

concentrate on precision and time to hand huge data set of 

multiple country with different denominations of each 
country. 

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
General flow of proposed system for banknote recognition is 

as shown in following figure 1 Following are the steps used to 
perform analysis.  

Step 1: Take Input as Inage of front view and back view 

of banknote. 

Step 2: Perform preprocessing on image to rescale size, 

Shearing and transformation to zoom. 

Step 3: Transfer processed image to pre-trained CNN. 

Step 4: Categorize Image into genuine and fake banknote 

and determine denomination. 

Firstly dataset of various countries are generated which 

includes India, Bhutan, and Saudi Arabia initially. Dataset is 

generated from various sources of internet, Churan Bank, 

Children Bank of India etc. These images are collected for 

both front side view and back side view of banknotes. After 

dataset generation it is categorized into two parts as genuine 

and fake for the purpose if training [6]. 

 

Fig 1: General Flow of Proposed System 

Pre-processing of images is implemented to strengthen and 

intensify certain extracted image characteristics important for 

future analysis and processing. Using median filter, noise 

from image is eliminated from the separated image. Median 

filter is effectively based on a moving window over the entire 

image and measuring the resulting pixel value as the median 

value of the present window's brightness value. Restore the 

resulting smoothed picture canals. Another pre-processing 

implemented is to normalize the scale of different currency 

notes with the same aspect ratio retained. The aspect ratio 

may be defined as the ratio of note width to note height. 

Complete image size the aspect ratio of the note of a given 

denomination is independent of the distance from which the 

photograph was taken [7]-[8]. 

Alex Net architecture inspired the CNN used in proposed 

method. Alex Net consists of eight layers. Top five layers are 

convolutional layer where some of them are accompanied by 

max-pooling layer. Bottom three layers are fully connected 

layers. Here ReLu is used as a activation features to get 

improved training efficiency over tanh and sigmoid [3]. The 

main advantage of using ReLu is there is a decreased risk of 

gradient loss. In Convolutinal layer feature extraction is done 

in several filters with different sizes followed by pooling and 

in fully connected layer classification is done with number of 

nodes at each layer. So technically this architecture is used for 

training and testing purpose where each input image pass 

through series of layers with different size filters, pooling and 

fully connected layers series. Filter coefficient of convolution 

layer and weights of fully connected layers are learned from 

training data of images of banknotes. In network training 

phase full network models trained coefficient and weight in 

memory for the purpose of testing. Finally in proposed 

method , as an output banknote is classified as either genuine 

or fake according to origin of country and denomination using 

fully connected layers of trained convolutional network model 

[9]-[10]. 

4. PRAPOSED IMPLEMENTATION 
In this study the currencies of Indian, American, Saudi 

Arabia, and Bhutan are studied and established. For front 

view and back view, the features of those four currencies of 

different types are extracted. Segmentation of images in the 

RGB, HSV and YCbCr Color regions provides the best 

comparison of hidden features of all currencies. Following 

Steps are performed which passes through series of layers as 

shown in Figure 2. 

 

Fig 2:  Convolution Neural Network Architecture 
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A. Take input image of front side and back side of the 

currency. 

B. In pre-processing phase Images are converted into 

RGB, HSV and YCbCr formats. 

C. Feature extraction on both images is compared with 

existing data features of currency which have been 

already stored in the database. 

Image is preprocessed by using our deep learning algorithm. 

 Segments of currency as an input. 

 Set different weights (As Deep learning is work on 

different layers and it need to set weight for each layer). 

 Calculated, Hidden layer by the formula. 

input_of_hidden_layer1 = values of original currency 

features-inputted currency feature 

;……………………………………………   ….(1) 

output_of_hidden_layer1=weight1 * 

input_of_hidden_layer1…………………..  …(2) 

 Using above formula we have calculated 3 layers 

and using following formula we have calculated 

error function which helps to take the final decision. 

Error fun= abs(∑(∑output_of_hidden_layer3))….(3) 

 With the help of values of original features of 

currency and error function comparison decision is 

taken place 

Attributes of paper currencies that are used by citizens to 

distinguish various banknote denominations are employed in 

the proposed system. For their identification, the specifics of 

the picture and the exact characteristics of banknotes, rather 

they find the common characteristics of banknotes such as the 

size, background color (the basic color), and the texture 

present on banknotes. Thus we are introducing some other 

way or traditional currency detection features [11,12]. 

5. RESULTS 
The experiments were performed to identify the Indian, 

American, Bhutan and Saudi Arabia’s fake currency notes. 

The images and then features were extracted from the 

acquired images using the proposed technique. 

The identification between real image and fake currency 

image was done on the basis of dissimilarity and discontinuity 

between them. The extracted features were used for fake 

currency detection. The decision weather a note is fake or real 

was made by comparing the values of Original note and error 

function which have been implemented. Here some images of 

currencies of different countries  has been collected and their 

features that have been considered for the identification and 

detection of fake note. Every note is converted into three 

different types of color image such as RGB, HSV, and YCbCr. 

 

 

Fig 3: Different feature Segments Indian Currency 2000 

As shown in above Figure 3 eight segments features of each 

type of color image have been considered for detecting the 

Indian currency 2000. 
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Fig 4: Data Table of original Indian Note 2000 

Here, mean of each values are shown in Figure 4 and 5 

MR1,MG1,MB1,MM1 SD1 and Corr1 (Mean Red, Mean 

Green, Mean Blue, Mean of Mean RGB, Standard Deviation 

and Correlation of RGB Image) have calculated for the 

processing of image on  Indian currency 2000 rupees note. 

Same way calculated this for YCbCr and HSV image also. 

 

Fig 5: Data Table of Fake Indian Note 2000 

 

Fig 6: Different feature Segments Bhutan Currency 

As shown in above Figure 6 eight segments features of each 

type of color image have been considered for detecting the 

Bhutan currency. 
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Fig 7: Data set of original currency of Bhutan 

 

Fig 8: Data set of Fake currency of Bhutan 

Here, mean of each values are shown in Figure 7 and 8 

MR1,MG1,MB1,MM1 SD1 and Corr1 (Mean Red, Mean 

Green, Mean Blue, Mean of Mean RGB, Standard Deviation 

and Correlation of RGB Image) have calculated for the 

processing of image on  Bhutan currency. Same way calculated 

this for YCbCr and HSV image also. 

6. CONCLUSION 
In this Research, on bank note identification and detection 

technique using deep learning is considered. Also focused 

Bank note of various countries by extracting its features in 

depth and analyze it using deep learning based algorithm and 

also recommend that this technique can be used to detect 

forged bank note by persons to avoid personal monetary 

damages. 

Proposed method is tested by giving duplicate as well as 

original note as input. through this results are tested for both 

the cases i.e. front view and back view and it properly works. 

Proposed system used MATLAB tool on the basis deep 

learning process of automatic recognition of fake and genuine 

Indian and Foreign currencies. Proposed system is cost 

effective and efficient system than the existing one. 
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